
Pay In Your 
Currency®

Choice. Clarity. Convenience

Each year millions of international travellers spend 
money on in hotels and restaurants abroad. As a 
result, those businesses have to accept more and more 
Visa® and MasterCard® transactions from cards issued 
outside of their country.

Our Pay In Your Currency solution is a secure, 
compliant processing solution that provides hotels with 
the ability to offer their international guests the choice 
to pay in the currency they understand best – their 
own.

With Pay In Your Currency, hotels can earn additional 
profit margin on each Pay In Your Currency 
transaction, while continuing to be paid in their local 
currency. In addition, we provide an online reporting 
tool enabling hotels to track and manage international 
transactions, respond to chargebacks and calculate the 
revenue a hotel generates from offering Pay In Your 
Currency.

Savvy hotels are looking for new ways to improve 
guest experience, reduce costs and generate additional 
revenue. Offering Pay In Your Currency at the point-of-
sale allows hotels to accomplish these objectives.

The POS terminal will prompt the eligible 
cardholder with the option to pay for 

their purchase in either their own 
currency (with exchange rate disclosed) 

or in the local currency

How Pay In Your Currency Works

The terminal authorizes the transaction 
in the chosen currency

The final receipt indicates the guest’s 
currency choice and matches the 
amount on the guest’s credit card 

billing statement.

Guest 
Benefits

Improved transparency. 
Guests see the exact 
amount of their purchase in 
their home currency at 
time-of payment and on 
their statement.

Informed purchases. 
International travellers make 
educated and informed 
purchases.

Simplified expense 
reporting for business 
travellers

Best Rate Guarantee 
ensures the guests always 
get the best price.

Hotel 
Benefits

Attract new international 
guests

Increase guest 
experience and loyalty

Reduce chargebacks

Enjoy a new revenue 
stream

Best Rate 
Guarantee

Best Rate Guarantee ensures 
the guest always get the best 
price. If the guest chooses Pay 
In Your Currency and their 
banks foreign exchange rate for 
the transaction is better, the 
guarantee will refund them 
150% of the difference.


